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About the EventAbout the Event
Singapore Industrial Automation Association (SIAA) and Ministry of Higher Education, Science, 
Research and Innovation (MHESI) are hosting the upcoming AI Asia Expo, Thailand and AI Asia Expo, Philip-
pines, in partnership with organiser, LOD Events. These events bring together local and international businesses 
to create a platform for businesses to explore the opportunities, in the AI industry, in these emerging markets. Key 
features of the events include hybrid showcases for the exhibitions, networking and collaboration zones for 
businesses to meet and explore opportunities together, conferences for thought leadership sharing, and AI Asia 
Hackathon that would gather the best ideas in these countries.

The local governments are vested in the development of AI and ICT sector and each coming-up with their version 
of roadmap for the development in the AI sphere. AI is entering its golden era as developers are finding new 
areas to implement AI from autonomous vehicles to healthcare management, agritech, RPA, ecommerce, smart 
manufacturing and IoT. AI is emerging as a key driver of Industry 4.0 cyber-physical systems. The agendas of the 
events will revolve around these key theme and provide insights in these key areas.

AI Asia (Thailand) – Thailand has seen tremendous growth in its 
technology sector in recent years. Thailand’s objectives for the tech sector 
are based around its SMART Thailand, Thailand 4.0 model and the 
Eastern Economic Corridor Initiatives. The initiatives are looking to 
propel Thailand into a regional hub and are positioning the AI sector to 
drive sustainable business growth. The initiatives also entail upgrading 
certain related sectors with immense potentials and these sectors include 
ICT infrastructure, smart agriculture, next generation automotive, smart 
manufacturing, smart environment, smart health, smart learning and 
eCommerce. AI Asia Expo allows companies to seize the opportunities 
and be part of the AI sector which is seeing exponential growth.





Why participate in the event?Why participate in the event?

AI Asia Expo are targeting to receive 10,000 attendees for the events including from various 
level of the AI ecosystem. AI Asia Expo will showcase 100 exhibitors over 20 speakers sharing 
their knowledge and experiences.
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from, network with and be exposed 
to cutting-edge solutions from the 

top companies across the Asia 
region.
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AGRITECH

SMART 
MANUFACTURING  & IOT 

CLOUD COMPUTING 
& DATA CENTRE 

ECOMMERCE 
& FINTECH 

SMART 
ENVIRONMENT TECH 

RPA &  BPO 

Agritech Start-up to make farms more profitable, 
resilient and sustainable through AI. These tech goes 

into managing diseases and pesticides, and providing
intelligence around crops, fertiliser, climate soil 

and reduce wastage  

The manufacturing sector is leading the way in 
the application of artificial intelligence and IoT 
technology. From significant cuts in unplanned 

downtime to better designed products, 
manufacturers are applying AI-powered 
analytics to data to improve efficiency, 

product quality and the safety of employees. 

For as long as organisations have need 
for data storage, whether using cloud, 

hosted or enterprise computing environment
, you find data centres catering to 

their needs. They house up to thousands 
of servers as well as supporting critical 

infrastructure systems. 

With the use of big data, AI in Ecommerce is 
impacting customer choices thanks to its knowledge

of previous purchases, searched products,
online browsing habits, improved customer 

retention and sales. A personalized shopping 
experience to online shoppers. Enable

a personalized business email campaign

Cities worldwide are growing, and also trying to 
reconfigure themselves for a sustainable future, 

with higher quality of life. That means capitalizing
on renewable power sources, maximizing 

energy efficiency and scaling up electrified 
transport on an unprecedented scale. 

RPA shortens the long span of inefficiency 
that builds up around ERP and BPO systems. 

Processes such as FAO (finance and accounting
outsourcing), HR management, procurement

etc. can be automated using RPA. 

The key sectors that 
we intend to  zoom into include  
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LOD  Event organises and manages signature industry events in 
emerging markets where we are active. Our abilities to tap on our 
established networks and our understanding of the industry 
challenges allow us to create events that directly bene Þt all 
stakeholders in these markets.  

Our events are designed to create a platform for government 
ofÞcials and stakeholders to make of Þcial announcement on the 
future direction of the industry concerned. Attendees of our events 
bene Þt from obtaining Þrst-hand knowledge of the government 
direction and thus being able to plan their strategies early to meet 
the upcoming opportunities and challenges. 

Our events are seen as key annual industry gathering in each 
country, often attracting huge visitor turnouts. Beyond the 
opportunity for existing exhibitors and sponsors to showcase their 
product o�erings to the whole industry, these events facilitate 
networking, information sharing and business development.
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20 February 2023

Opening Remark

Keynote: AI and Thailand Approach to Smart City

AI Safeguarding Smart Cities – Cyber security and Data Governance

How Thailand Industries are using AI to create better experience for citizens

Morning Networking Break

Panel Discussion – Element for effective deployment of AI- People, Process, Governance

Development of AI in South East Asia

Feeding the Future: How can AI strengthen food security

The Future of AI in F&B Operation

Networking Lunch

Panel Discussion: Can AI help feed the world?

How is AI paving the way to autonomous driving?

Unlocking the value of data: The future of AI in Fintech

Afternoon Networking Break

Industry 4.0: The era of industrial IoT and Smart Manufacturing 

Panel Discussion – The economic patterns with smart industry and banking 
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RPA, Robotics Process Automation in action. 

Human-centric approach to machine learning and UX 

Marketing Opportunities for AI in S.E.A.

Panel Discussion – Ethical Concerns with Artificial Intelligence

Morning Networking Break

The healing power of AI – The role of AI in tackling COVID - 19

How AI is transforming the shopping experience, AI for eCommerce

AI in education: Where is it now and what’s the future?

Networking Lunch

Panel Discussion: Is AI turning everyone into a de Facto cyborg?

How is AI transforming space exploration?

Afternoon Networking Break

Use cases of AI applications in logistics and transportation

What is AI in programmatics advertising

Closing Remarks
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ENTRANCE ENTRANCE

SG Pavillian - SGD 7,920

12 sqm Booths - USD 6,960

Entrance

9 sqm Booths - USD 5,220

6 sqm Booths - USD 3,480



Shell scheme package includes:

Booth Details

- 1 x 230v power point

- Carpeted flooring

- White laminated plywood partitions

- 1 x information counter

- 2 x folding chairs

- Fascia board with company name and booth no.

HAVE IT RAW
USD 480 / SQM
Raw Space Only 

(min 18 sqm)

SHELL ME UP!
Standard Price

USD 580/ SQM

Singapore Pavilion
SGD 880/ SQM

*IFM Grant subjected 
to approval from 

Enterprise Singapore  



Sponsorship Tier Bronze Silver Gold Platinum

Sponsorship Value USD5000 USD10000 USD20000 USD30000 
Number of complimentary 
delegate passes

1 3 5 7

Front inside cover, product  
advertisement on conference manual

Back cover product advertisement on 
conference manual

Speaking slot for conference  
programme (30 min)

Post event product video advertisement 
to visitors and exhibitors

Speaking slot for conference  
programme (15min)

Exclusive product advertisement in 
event’s email marketing

Company link on event website

Logo on main stage backdrop

Logo in conference manual

Logo in event brochure

Logo on event website

Logo on Registration Boot

Logo on Delegate Pass

Sponsor acknowledgement in all media 
platforms

Sponsor acknowledgement on booth 
fascia

Advertisement on Conference Manual Half page  
advertisement 
on conference 

manual

Full page  
advertisement 
on conference 

manual

Full page  
advertisement 
on conference 

manual

2x Full page 
advertisement 
on conference 

manual

Sponsorship Opportunities


